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Selective stimulation of neurons in visual cortex enables
segregation of slow and fast connections
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94720-2020

2Helen Wills Neuroscience Institute, and School of Optometry, University of California, Berkeley,
Berkeley, California 94720-2020

Abstract

Organization of the central visual pathway is generally studied from a perspective of feedforward

processes. However, there are horizontal connections and also strong feedback from extra striate

to visual cortex. Here, we use visual stimuli designed to maximize relative differential

involvements of these three main types of connections. The approach relies on differences

between stimulation within the classical receptive field (CRF) and that of the surround region.

Although previous studies have used similar approaches, they were limited primarily to spatial

segregation of neural connections. Our experimental design provides clear segregation of fast and

slow components of surround modulation. We assume these are mediated by feedback and

horizontal connections, respectively, but other factors may be involved. Our results imply that

both horizontal and feedback connections contribute to integration of visual information outside

the CRF and provide suppressive or facilitative modulation. For a given cell, modulation may

change in strength and sign from suppression to facilitation or the reverse depending on surround

parameters. Sub-threshold input from the CRF surround increases local field potential (LFP)

power in distinct frequency ranges which differ for suppression and facilitation. Horizontal

connections have delayed CRF-surround modulation and are sensitive to position changes in the

surround. Therefore, surround information beyond the CRF is initially processed by fast

connections which we consider to be feedback, whereas spatially tuned mechanisms are relatively

slow and presumably mediated by horizontal connections. Overall, results suggest that convergent

fast (feedforward) inputs determine size and structure of the CRFs of recipient cells in visual

cortex. And fast connections from extra striate regions (feedback) plus slow tuned connections

(horizontal) within visual cortex contribute to spatial influences of CRF surround activation.
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1. Introduction

The classical RF (CRF) of the visual system refers to spatial territory within which,

appropriate stimulation can generate spike activity from a single neuron. Stimulation outside

the CRF cannot independently activate the neuron, but it can influence output from the cell.

CRF organization changes from early to central visual pathways. Most neurophysiological

studies assume a hierarchical processing model such that information is encoded

sequentially along the pathway (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962).

However, along with serial processing, parallel information flow occurs within a

feedforward mechanism (Livingstone and Hubel, 1988; Nassi and Callaway, 2009).

Anatomical studies demonstrate two additional major types of intercellular connections. One

is feedback from extra striate regions (Peters et al., 1994; Sherman and Guillery, 1996;

Budd, 1998; Galuske et al., 2002). The other is a horizontal pathway between adjacent cells

in visual cortex (Rockland and Lund, 1983; Hirsch and Gilbert, 1991; McGuire et al., 1991;

Bosking et al., 1997; Kisvárday et al., 1997). Feedback and horizontal connections share

some similar characteristics. They do not exhibit retinotopic alignment as in the feedforward

system (Alonso, 2002; Angelucci and Bullier, 2003). They represent large visual areas. They

have many synaptic connections which are relatively weak as shown by inactivation of

feedback which has minimal effects on spiking activity of cortical cells (Hupé et al., 1998;

Bullier et al., 2001). Feedback and horizontal input do not appear to affect spike generation

unless there is simultaneous feedforward activation (Toth et al., 1996; Bringuier et al.,

1999).

Considered together, the three main neural connection types appear to have different

functions. Feedforward processing consists of clear input to retinotopically aligned target

cells. Non-feedforward connections may integrate visual information from outside the CRF

which may be used to modulate CRF activity (Walker et al., 1999; Cavanaugh et al., 2002a,

2002b; Angelucci and Bullier, 2003; Seriès et al., 2003). The relative roles of feedback and

horizontal connections are not clear but conduction velocities may provide clues. Onset

times of surround suppression in V1 have been reported to be nearly constant over wide

areas outside the CRF (Bair et al., 2003). However, the method used to reach this conclusion

did not provide isolation of temporal parameters of horizontal transmission. Our current

protocol is designed specifically to incorporate this important feature (see Experimental

procedures and Results sections).

We use visual stimulation patterns intended to separate functional activity of the three major

visual connection types. Two sets of stimuli are designed to differentially activate CRF and

non-CRF regions in order to provide activity that emphasizes feedforward, feedback, or

horizontal connections. Although we cannot confirm that we have exclusively isolated these

three types of connections, our findings are consistent with their selective activation. Results
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show that activation outside the CRF can result in suppression or facilitation which can

change depending on surround (non-CRF) parameters. The amount of response modulation

of the CRF region varies with surround position. We find that excitatory and inhibitory

inputs from surround areas are associated with different local field potential (LFP)

frequency ranges. There are also temporal response modulation changes dependent on

stimulus configurations. Overall, our results identify and imply some important functional

differences in visual processing of feedforward, feedback, and horizontal connections.

2. Experimental procedures

Experiments were conducted using anesthetized and paralyzed cats (2.4~3.5kg, 12 female).

All procedures followed the guidelines by NIH and by the Animal Care and Use Committee

at the University of California, Berkeley.

2.1. Surgical preparation

Initial anesthesia was induced with isoflurane (3%). After venous catheters were inserted,

anesthesia was continued with intravenous infusion of propofol (20mg/kg·hr) combined with

fentanyl (10μg/kg·hr). A tracheotomy was performed, a tracheal cannula was inserted and

the animal was artificially ventilated (25% O2 & 75% N2O). A craniotomy was then made in

both hemispheres at 4mm posterior and 2mm lateral to Horsley-Clarke zero. The dura was

incised carefully and reflected, then the cortical surface was covered with agar and wax.

After the surgery, propofol and fentanyl infusion rates were reduced to an appropriate level

for stabilized anesthesia (propofol: ~6-8mg/kg·hr, fentanyl: 4μg/kg·hr) which was

determined individually for each animal. After stabilization, a continuous intravenous

infusion of pancuronium (0.2mg/kg·hr) was initiated to block eye movements.

2.2. Recording procedures

Neural activity was recorded with two-channel tungsten microelectrodes. The signals from

each electrode were amplified, bifurcated and then differentially filtered to extract single

unit activity (500Hz~8MHz, digitized at 25kHz) and local field potentials (0.7~170Hz,

digitized at 500Hz). Electrode penetrations were made down the medial bank of the

postlateral gyrus to a depth of 5~6mm. Cells were encountered in multiple layers at RF

eccentricities within the central 15° of the visual field (DeAngelis et al., 1993). RF

eccentricity information for individual neurons was not recorded for this study. Once a unit

was identified by spike waveform, optimal RF parameters were measured using drifting

sinusoidal grating stimuli in the following sequence: orientation → spatial frequency →

temporal frequency → binocular phase (for binocular cell) → size. RF dimension was

determined as the peak of a size tuning curve for which response of a neuron ceases to

increase. For cells that didn't show clear peaks in size tuning curves, we used the smallest

inner diameter at which a cell stopped responding to an annulus grating stimulus as in a

previous study (Cavanaugh et al., 2002a).

2.3. Design of visual stimuli

A crucial part of these experiments is the use of carefully selected visual stimuli that permit

maximized separation of the three types of neural connections noted above. Anatomical
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findings show that feedforward connections cover a small visual space that is limited to the

projection of the CRF region (Alonso et al., 2001; Angelucci and Bressloff, 2006).

Therefore, the role of non-feedforward connections can be investigated by comparisons of

visual responses to CRF activation versus those for which stimulation includes both CRF

and adjacent non-CRF regions.

Since non-feedforward includes both feedback and horizontal connections, we require

stimuli to separate them. For this, we note different characteristics for these two types of

connections in spatial and temporal domains. Anatomical studies with use of retrograde

tracers show that feedback connections can convey information to V1 from a much larger

visual space than that for horizontal connections (Salin et al., 1989, 1992; Angelucci et al.,

2002; Angelucci and Bressloff, 2006). In this case, the spatial extent of horizontal

connections is approximately matched to the size of a low contrast summation field. This

implies that beyond the low contrast summation field, feedback connections may dominate

in surround suppression. In previous studies, surround suppression for spatial locations close

to and far from the CRF was used to investigate horizontal connections (Hashemi-Nezhad

and Lyon, 2012; Shushruth et al., 2013). However, the distribution of labeled neurons in V1

only covers monosynaptic connections, so the complete spatial extent of a horizontal

pathway is not clear. Surround input is probably also transmitted via polysynaptic horizontal

connections which will cause an enlargement of the spatial extent.

Besides a difference in spatial extent, another variation between horizontal and feedback

connections is conduction velocity. Axons of horizontal connections are thin and

unmyelinated with slow conduction velocities (Grinvald et al., 1994; Salami et al., 2003).

Feedback and feedforward connections between macaque V1 and V2 have similar

conduction velocities, which are about ten times faster than those of a horizontal type within

V1 (Girard et al., 2001). Hence, if visual information of a non-CRF stimulus is conveyed

through horizontal connections with slow conduction velocities, its arrival time should be

more delayed as the non-CRF stimulus is placed further away from the CRF (Bringuier et

al., 1999). In contrast, if it is conveyed through feedback connections with fast conduction

velocities, arrival time delay, independent of center-surround distance, will be negligible.

However, data suggest that surround information is conveyed by both types of neural

connections so that the initial part of surround modulation is mediated by feedback (Hupé et

al., 2001; Bair et al., 2003) and the later part by horizontal connections (Liu et al., 2013).

Comparisons of surround modulation time courses between stimulation of near and far

distance conditions from the border of the CRF allow us to separate horizontal and feedback

components. We have devised two sets of stimulus patterns by which center-surround

distance is systematically varied as depicted in Figure 1.

Distances are defined as visual angles between edges of center and surround stimuli. In the

annulus surround pattern (Figure 1A), annuli of different widths are used outside the CRF.

In the small patch surround pattern (Figure 1B), two patches of CRF size are presented

symmetrically along the axis of preferred orientation with different inter-patch distances.

For both stimuli sets, increments of center-surround distance are expected to cause

analogous effects on the horizontal component of surround modulation. First, the
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modulation onset should be delayed because of slow conduction velocity. There should also

be a decrease of surround modulation magnitude. Horizontal connections between

neighboring neurons in V1 are denser than those among distant cells (Bosking et al., 1997;

Kisvárday et al., 1997). Therefore, as center-surround distance increases, surround

modulation caused by horizontal connections should get weaker and slower.

We next consider the feedback component of surround modulation for variation of the

center-surround distance. For the annulus surround pattern, an increase of center-surround

distance should be accompanied by a decrease in activation of feedback connections since

the amount of visual input to extrastriate cortex is reduced. So a difference between near and

far surround conditions should affect both feedback and horizontal connections. Because of

this, a previous study in which annulus surround stimuli were used to compare near vs. far

surround conditions (Bair et al., 2003), did not isolate horizontal connections. In contrast,

the small patch surround pattern we have used here permits selective control of horizontal

connections without substantial change in activation of feedback. This follows from the

observation that the visual space covered by feedback connections is much larger than the

CRF size of a V1 cell (Salin et al., 1989, 1992; Henry et al., 1991; Angelucci and Bullier,

2003; Angelucci and Bressloff, 2006). Therefore, spatial resolution of feedback connections

is worse than that for the horizontal type. Based on these factors, the stimulus patterns we

use here are expected to provide data for center-surround distance effects on surround

modulation. Details of our stimulus procedures with temporal and spatial parameters are

depicted in Figure 1 C,D.

2.4. Data Analysis

2.4.1. Spike density function—To observe the time course of surround modulation,

spike density functions for “center alone” and “center+surround” conditions are compared.

Spike trains were digitized at 25kHz and resampled at 1kHz. They were convoluted with a

kernel which resembles a post-synaptic potential (Thompson et al., 1996). The kernel is

expressed by the following equation.

(1)

where R(t) is rate as a function of time. R(t) is computed with two time constants for the

growth phase (τg =1ms) and the decay phase (τd =20ms).

2.4.2. Z-scored LFP spectrogram—The spectrograms of the local field potential (LFP)

signals (digitized at 500Hz) were computed using the Chronux toolbox in Matlab (500ms

sliding window with 10ms step size, frequency range 10~100Hz). The resultant time-

frequency LFP power matrix follows a 1/f2 relationship. Since we are interested in relative

rather than absolute power change for each frequency band depending on an event (e.g.,

onset of surround stimulus), the raw LFP power matrix is transformed to a z-score based on

mean and standard deviation values during baseline period (>250ms before stimulus onset &

>750ms after stimulus offset) for each frequency band.
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(2)

where Pzscore(f ,t) and P(f ,t) are z-scored and raw LFP power at a frequency f and time t,

μ(P(f ,tbaseline)) σ(P( f ,tbaseline)) are the mean and standard deviation of raw LFP power

computed during baseline period at a given frequency f .

3. Results

We studied 89 cells from 12 animals. There were 127 recording sessions of which 92

employed both annulus and small patch surround stimuli for given cells yielding direct

comparisons. For 24 cells, we tested different spatial phases of the center stimulus.

Drifting sinusoidal gratings are used to stimulate the CRF and non-CRF surround regions of

recorded cortical cells. To prevent saturation of neural response and to maximize inputs

from surround regions, contrast values for CRF and non-CRF stimuli were differently set at

50% and 100%, respectively. Optimal parameters of grating stimuli are used as determined

by CRF mapping procedures. Optimal sizes of RF centers may vary depending on mapping

methods or stimulus contrast (Sceniak et al., 1999; Seriès et al., 2003). Here, we use a

summation RF method with 50% stimulus contrast (Cavanaugh et al., 2002a). Size of the RF

center is defined as the peak or asymptote of the size tuning curve for which response of a

neuron ceases to increase. The CRF measured with a high contrast stimulus (high contrast

summation RF: hsRF) is generally smaller than that measured with low contrast (low

contrast summation RF: lsRF). However, hsRF is not simply an underestimation of CRF

center. Feedforward connections from LGN integrate signals within the hsRF of visual

cortical neurons. The size of lsRF is approximately matched to the spatial extent of

horizontal connections (Angelucci and Bressloff, 2006). The goal of the current study is to

understand different functions of horizontal and feedback connections in visual information

processing. In order to manipulate both horizontal and feedback components of surround

modulation, we have chosen hsRF as a better choice than lsRF.

Each trial begins with onset of a center stimulus (duration = 2000ms). Surround stimuli,

which have a shorter duration (500ms), follow the center stimulus with 500ms onset delay,

i.e., the center stimulus is presented earlier and lasts longer than that for the surround. This

is important because it enables observation of both beginning and end points of surround

modulation. For each trial, distance between center and surround stimuli is randomly chosen

among four predetermined values. For the nearest distance condition, edges of center and

surround stimuli are separated by 0.5 degree visual angle. For the other three conditions,

center and surround stimuli are separated further by progressive 1 degree steps. A “center

alone” and four “surround alone” conditions are also included in the test sequence as control

conditions. For most cells, nine separate stimulus conditions are tested and repeated 20~70

times.
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3.1. Magnitude of center-surround modulation varies linearly with distance between center
and surround stimuli

Figure 2 shows neural responses of a representative cell for which small patch surround

stimuli induced suppressive modulation. This simple cell has an f1/f0 > 1, and its spike

density function has periodic peaks as determined by temporal frequency (7 cycles/second)

(Figure 2A). Dashed and solid curves indicate spike density functions computed for “center

alone” and “center + the nearest (dist1) surround” conditions, respectively. Both curves are

aligned at onset time of the surround (0 on time axis). Two downward arrows at the top of

the curves indicate onset and offset times of the surround. Note that suppressive modulation

(lower amplitude of solid curve) is apparent only during the 0~500ms time period during

which surround regions of the CRF are co-stimulated with that of the center.

We quantified the magnitude of surround modulation by counting the number of spikes

generated during the 0~500ms time period noted above. The values computed for 9 stimulus

conditions (four “center + surround”, four “surround alone” & one “center alone”) are

normalized to the value of the “center alone” condition. A value smaller (or larger) than 100

means suppressive (or facilitative) surround modulation. These data are shown in the

histogram of Figure 2B. For the “center + dist1” condition, the neural response is suppressed

by 50%. As expected, the suppressive modulation magnitude is gradually decreased as

center-surround distance increases. This linearly decreasing pattern of suppressive

modulation is shown in Figure 2C which gives the time course of surround modulation.

Each curve here is created by subtraction of the spike density function of “center alone”

from that of each of the four “center + surround” conditions. In the “center+dist1” condition,

surround suppression begins to arise at around 60ms after surround onset time, and it is very

slightly delayed or unchanged in subsequent distance conditions. Note that the latency of

surround modulation may be less than 60ms, and that there is no spike between 0 and 60ms.

Results from another cell are presented in Figure 3 for which the same conditions are

considered as in the previous figure. But this cell exhibits facilitative instead of suppressive

modulation. In the “center + dist1” condition, neural response is about 1.6 times stronger

than that for the “center alone” condition. And the strength of facilitative modulation

exhibits a linearly decreasing pattern with increments of center-surround distance. Surround

alone elicits weak spiking activity (5th and 6th bars in Figure 3B), indicating possible

minimal overlap with the CRF. However, low spiking activity for the surround alone

condition is not likely to be a direct cause of the relatively strong facilitative effect. The

magnitude of the facilitative effect is much stronger than the value expected from linear

summation of spiking activity of “center alone” and “surround alone” conditions, indicating

that additional sub-threshold facilitative inputs from the surround must be involved. In

addition, the observation of spiking activity for the surround alone condition is not limited to

the facilitation case. As shown in Figure 2B, spiking activity in the surround alone condition

(the 5th bar) is often associated with strong suppressive modulation (the 1st bar).

An interesting feature of this example is that surround modulation latency varies

systematically depending on center-surround distance. In the “center + dist1” condition,

facilitative modulation begins around 40ms after surround onset. It is delayed gradually as

center-surround distance increases. This time-distance relationship of center-surround
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modulation may be explained as follows. Surround signals are transmitted through

horizontal connections with slow conduction velocities. The initial portion of surround

modulation may be mediated by fast feedback connections. But feedback connections from

extra striate areas may require relatively strong visual input along with large CRFs. Also,

surround modulation may require an integration process for activation. This idea is

supported by a previous finding that the latency of surround suppression is negatively

correlated with its strength (Bair et al., 2003). In this case, strong surround input can trigger

immediate modulation, but if it is weak, time is required for it to be effective.

The above two representative results illustrate that our small patch surround stimuli can

induce either suppressive or facilitative modulation of the response. In both cases, effective

strength of surround modulation decreases as center-surround distance increases.

Next, we consider the annulus surround stimulus. For 92 recordings, both annulus and small

patch surround stimuli were tested with the same cell. For these cases, Figure 4 shows

proportions of significant (Two-sided Mann-Whitney U-test (p<0.05)) modulation cases as a

function of center-surround distance for both sets of surround stimuli, (left: annulus

surround, right: small patch surround). Filled and unfilled bars represent suppressive and

facilitative modulation, respectively. For the “center + dist1” condition of annulus surround,

about 50% of the population data show significant suppressive or facilitative modulation.
The proportions of significant modulation cases decrease as center-surround distance

increases. In the “center + dist4” condition, less than 30% of the data show significant

modulation. This decreasing pattern is also clearly seen for small patch surrounds, but with

much smaller proportions. To summarize, at a given distance, the annulus surround is a

more effective way to modulate neural response. It seems clear that the stronger effect of an

annulus surround is due to a larger amount of visual input compared with that for the small

patch condition.

Another interesting result is that the dominant sign of surround modulation is changed from

suppression to facilitation when the annulus stimulus is replaced by a small patch. Neurons

with inhibitory or facilitatory regions beyond the CRFs tend to be grouped in clusters of

facilitation or inhibition (Yao and Li, 2002). If annulus and small patch surround stimuli are

tested for different neural populations, there may be biased sampling. But in the current

study, we can rule out this factor, because the two different types of surround stimuli are

tested using the same population of cells.

We should also consider the possibility that the annulus stimulus may cover several zones of

facilitation and suppression. There is a report of a spatial arrangement of opposing

contextual interactions with collinear (end-zone) facilitation and lateral (side) inhibition

(Kapadia et al., 2000). Our small patch surround stimuli are always presented at both end-

zones of a preferred orientation axis. Thus, if a cell receives facilitative input from the end-

zones, and its magnitude is weaker than suppressive areas from other regions in the annulus,

it could cause a result like that of Figure 4. In this context, note that surround suppression

can originate from a localized region and effective areas are sometimes spatially asymmetric

(Walker et al., 1999). But, the most effective suppressive surround regions are end-zones
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(Walker et al., 1999). Therefore, it is likely that most of our results may be attributed to end-

zone effects.

To examine this question more closely, consider the data curves above the histograms in

Figure 4. Each point indicates a relative ratio (RR) of bar height data in black (RRfilled) as

follows.

(3)

where Hfilled(Stim,Dist) and Hunfilled(Stim,Dist) are heights of filled and unfilled bars

respectively for a given stimulus pattern (Stim: annulus or patch) and center-surround

distance (Dist: dist1~dist4). For the annulus surround, suppression is dominant compared to

that for facilitation for the “center + dist1” condition. This dominance is gradually lost as

center-surround distance is increased along with the decreasing amount of visual input (80%

in dist1 → 65% in dist4). This suggests that suppressive modulation requires stronger input

from the surround compared to that for facilitation, and we consider this in what follows.

3.2. Suppressive modulation requires stronger input from surround region than that for
facilitation

The finding that suppressive modulation requires stronger surround input than that for

facilitation implies that inhibitory interneurons have higher activation thresholds than those

for excitation. This idea has been postulated in computational models for integration of

surround inputs (Somers et al., 1998; Schwabe et al., 2006). If this is correct and both

excitatory and inhibitory interneurons are involved in center-surround modulation of neural

activity, then the process of increased surround strength should be as follows.

1) No modulation → 2) Weak facilitation → 3) Strong facilitation → 4) Weak facilitation →

5) Weak suppression → 6) Strong suppression

Excitatory interneurons with low activation thresholds are relatively easily activated even by

weak surround input, and this gives rise to facilitation (i.e., 1) No modulation → 2) Weak

facilitation). The magnitude of facilitation increases as surround input gets stronger (i.e., 2)

Weak facilitation → 3) Strong facilitation). But once surround input exceeds the activation

threshold of inhibitory interneurons, facilitation begins to decrease and change to strong

suppression (i.e., 3) Strong facilitation → 4) Weak facilitation → 5) Weak suppression → 6)

Strong suppression). A decrease of surround input will cause changes in the opposite

direction. If neural response is suppressed by an annulus surround, suppression may be

maintained (but weakened) or changed to facilitation with a small patch surround.

Alternatively, if the neural response of a cell is facilitated by an annulus surround, the same

effect should occur for a small patch. The magnitude of facilitation might vary. Either

stronger or weaker facilitation for a small patch can occur as in the changes from points 4) to

3), or from points 3) to 2).

To test these predictions, we compare response magnitude for the annulus surround pattern

with that for small patches. In Figure 5, each data point represents an individual cell. For
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each cell, neural responses of the four “center + surround” conditions are normalized (as in

Figure 2B) and then averaged (annulus surround: abscissa, small patch surround: ordinate).

Therefore, a value smaller (or larger) than 100 on each axis means suppressive (or

facilitative) surround modulation. Statistical significance (two-sided Mann-Whitney U-test

(p<0.05)) of surround modulation for each data point is expressed as different shading levels

within circular data points (open circles: not significant for either condition, gray filled:

significant for only one condition. black filled: significant for both conditions). The vertical

dashed line divides suppressive modulation (left) from that for facilitation (right) for the

annulus surround pattern. Similarly, the horizontal dashed line separates suppressive (below)

from facilitative modulation (above) for the small patch surround stimuli.

The normalized response for annulus condition is positively correlated with that for small

patch. (r=0.47, p<0.0001), indicating that there is a general trend of suppressive (facilitative)

modulation from the annulus and the small patch. However, data points on the left half of

Figure 5 are more numerous than those on the right (64 vs. 28, one-sample t-test, p<0.01),

showing that the dominant sign of surround modulation for the annulus is suppression.

Furthermore, most data in the left half fall above the diagonal line (55 vs. 9, paired-sample t-

test, p<0.01). This means that the neural responses to small patch surrounds are stronger

than those for the annulus condition (facilitation in the 2nd quadrant (top left) or suppression

in the 3rd (bottom left)). For data points in the right half, nearly all are in the 1st quadrant

(top right). The data points in the 4th quadrant (bottom right) do not exhibit significant

(Two-sided Mann-Whitney U-test (p<0.05)) suppression for the small patch. Within the 1st

quadrant, data points are evenly distributed with respect to the diagonal line (9 vs. 9, paired-

sample t-test, p=0.74). This means that surround facilitation induced by small patch stimuli

can be weaker or stronger than that induced by an annulus. These results are consistent with

our predictions as outlined above.

3.3. Annulus surround stimulus increases LFP power spectra in the range of high gamma
frequency

We establish here that center-surround modulation caused by an annulus differs from that

for a small patch in magnitude and in sign. When an annulus or a small patch is presented

without a center stimulus (i.e., “surround alone” condition), by definition, neither can evoke

spiking activity. To make a difference in center-surround modulation, outside CRF stimuli

must have different effects at sub-threshold levels.

Local field potentials (LFPs) are believed to reflect mainly dendritic activity, i.e., neuronal

input, including sub-threshold components (Mitzdorf, 1985; Logothetis, 2003). We

computed z-scored LFP power spectrograms (see Experimental procedures section) for

“surround alone” conditions and compared effects for annulus and small patch surround

stimuli. For the nearest (dist1) “surround alone” condition, surround stimuli often partially

invade the CRF and generate weak but significant spiking activity (see Figures 2 and 3). In

order to exclude an effect of spiking activity on LFP signals in the “surround alone”

condition, 38 recordings are used for which spiking activity in the “surround alone (dist2)”

condition is zero.
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For both surround stimulus patterns, the “surround alone” condition yields LFP power

spectra as shown in Figure 6A & C. Response is clearly much bigger for the annulus

surround compared to that for the small patch. In addition, for the annulus pattern, increased

LFP power spectra is focused mainly in a high gamma frequency range (around 60~80Hz).

In contrast, the small patch surround pattern yields LFP power increases in a lower

frequency range (less than 40Hz).

We next created a center-surround modulation matrix of LFP spectrograms by subtraction of

the “center alone” LFP spectrogram (Figure 6B & D) from that of the “center + surround”

(Figure 6E & G). The resultant matrix (Figure 6F & H) is then compared with the “surround

alone” LFP spectrogram (Figure 6A & C). During the 0~500ms interval, the data in Figure

6A & F share the property that LFP power is maximally increased in the 60~80Hz frequency

range. Also, during the same interval, data in Figure 6C & H both have maximum LFP

power increases in the <40Hz frequency range. The center-surround modulation of the LFP

spectrogram also has features that are not consistent with linear summation. In Figure 6F &

H, the blue coded component indicates that LFP power is lower for the “center + surround”

condition compared to that for “center alone”. This is different from the data in Figure 6A &

C, since the LFP spectrograms of “surround alone” conditions have only positive values.

3.4. In “surround alone” condition, increased LFP power spectra (high gamma range) is
associated with suppressive modulation

We show above that a sub-threshold level difference between “surround alone” conditions

for the two types of surround is reflected in the LFP signal. Although the LFP signal evoked

only by an annulus surround shows stronger amplitude than that for a small patch over the

entire frequency range (10~100Hz), the difference is most salient at high gamma levels

(around 60~80Hz). Previous studies show that large gratings tend to produce stronger power

in the gamma frequency range (Berens et al., 2008; Gieselmann and Thiele, 2008; Jia et al.,

2011). However, our findings show that suppression is more prominent than facilitation for

the annulus surround conditions (Figures 4 & 5). To pursue this in the local field potential

domain, we examine increased LFP power in the 60~80 Hz frequency range to determine if

it is associated with suppressive modulation and stimulus size. For each surround pattern,

population data are divided into two groups based on differences of spike response between

“center only” and “center + surround” conditions: one for suppressive and the other for

facilitative modulation. For each annulus and small patch surround type, facilitation and

suppression groups are taken from different neural populations. In this way, we do not have

a center-surround distance limit for the creation of Figure 6I~J (Dist1~4 conditions are all

considered). Cases that show spiking activity for “surround alone” conditions are not

included in the analysis.

For the annulus surround pattern, LFP spectrograms in “surround alone” condition clearly

differ with the sign of surround modulation. For the suppression group (Figure 6I), the

largest increase of LFP power is observed in a >60Hz frequency range as shown above in

Figure 6A. For the facilitation group (Figure 6J), an increase of LFP power is apparent in a

<40Hz frequency range. These results show that coherent gamma rhythms for the annulus

(Figure 6A vs. C) are not entirely due to different stimulus size. Furthermore, although
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differences between the two groups for the small patch surround are less clear than those for

the annulus, a prominent dissimilarity is clear. An increase of LFP power in the <40Hz

frequency range is much bigger for facilitation than for suppression (Figure 6K & L). The

differences in center-surround modulation of LFP spectrograms between suppression and

facilitation are reflected in the highest frequency range (>80Hz). Regardless of stimulus

pattern, suppression (Figure 6M & O) and facilitation (Figure 6N & P) groups are

characterized by decreased and increased LFP power, respectively. These results are

consistent with a previous study that showed positive correlation between high gamma LFP

and spiking activity (Belitski et al., 2008).

3.5. Time course of surround modulation

Surround modulation latency is the time when the spike density function of a “center +

surround” condition begins to be differentiated from that of “center alone”. Since conduction

velocities of feedback connections are on average 10 times faster than those of the

horizontal type (Girard et al., 2001), observation of variation of surround modulation

latency, depending on center-surround distance, is necessary in order to demonstrate that

horizontal and feedback connections are separated in our experimental design.

We note above (Experimental procedures section) that the annulus surround pattern is not

appropriate for selective control of the horizontal connection component of surround

modulation, because both horizontal and feedback types are weakened as center-surround

distance increases. Based on this, we make a simple prediction about surround modulation

latency in Figure 7A. The prediction is that surround modulation consists of feedback and

horizontal components. Interaction between the two components and the possible

contribution of feedforward connections (Ozeki et al., 2004; Webb et al., 2005) may be

involved but are not considered. The dashed curve represents neural response for the center

alone condition and the other three solid curves in grayscale indicate those for center + near,

middle, and far surround conditions in the order of darkness. Onset and offset times of

surround stimuli are marked as two downward arrows at the top of the curves. Fast feedback

connections are responsible for the initial part of surround modulation. Depending on center-

surround distance, this feedback component varies in magnitude but not in latency. A slow

horizontal component occurs in a later part of surround modulation. It varies in latency as

well as magnitude for subsequent surround stimuli. Figure 7B shows a different prediction

for a small patch surround. The same conventions are used as in Figure 7A. Since small

patch surrounds are designed to maintain activation levels of feedback connections,

regardless of center-surround distance, initial parts of surround modulation are constant both

in magnitude and latency. The differences between near and far surround conditions are

expected to be only revealed in a subsequent horizontal component participation.

As noted below, it is difficult to define surround modulation latency for most cells in our

population (see Discussion). As an alternative, we use a population surround modulation

function so that curves of individual neurons (e.g., Figure 2C or Figure 3C) are normalized

and then averaged. The analysis is as follows. First, we choose 41 of 97 annulus surround

tests for which neural activity is significantly suppressed (two-sided Mann-Whitney U-test,

p<0.05) for the nearest (dist1) “center + surround” condition. Second, for each of the 41
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tests, surround modulation curves of four “center + surround (dist 1-4)” conditions are

transformed to z-scores using a baseline (from -500ms to 0ms before surround stimulus

onset) mean and standard deviation. Third, the resulting baseline adjusted z-score surround

modulation curves are averaged across the 41 tests. The same procedure is used for 16 small

patch surround tests that show significant (two-sided Mann-Whitney U-test, p<0.05)

surround suppression. The results are depicted in Figure 8A (annulus) and Figure 8C (small

patch). Again, two downward arrows indicate onset and offset of surround stimuli. Different

levels of center-surround distance are expressed as the degree of darkness of solid curves

(The darker is the nearer). The main predictions for the four annulus and small patch

conditions are as follows. In the annulus condition, differences depending on center-

surround distances are reflected in both feedback and horizontal components. Therefore,

stronger modulation for a closer surround location will be observable even from the earliest

part of the surround modulation time course. Modulation onset delay for a far surround,

which is supposed to appear in a later portion of the time course (horizontal component), is

problematic because feedback and horizontal components are not entirely separated. For the

small patch condition, however, only the horizontal component is affected by center-

surround distance, so this can be segregated from the feedback role by subtracting the

modulation time course of “center + dist4” from each of the “center + dist1,2,3” variables.

Compared with the difference between “center + dist1” and “center + dist4”, those between

“center + dist2 or 3” and “center + dist4” are not only smaller in magnitude but also

temporally delayed. And these systematic variations are reflected in later rather than earlier

parts of the modulation time course.

The time course for surround modulation is illustrated In Figure 8. In Figure 8A,

suppression begins around 50ms after annulus onset and remains while center and surround

regions of the CRF are stimulated together (0~500ms). At the end of the surround period,

suppression is diminished and disappears about 300ms later than surround offset. As

predicted in Figure 7A, surround modulation curves are similar in shape and have varying

effects depending on center-surround distance. In Figure 8B, modulation curve of “center +

dist4” condition is subtracted from those of the other nearer conditions. Onset times of

significant difference (two-sided Wilcoxon signed rank test in the 100ms sliding window,

p<0.05) are marked as triangles below the curves. Differences between “center + middle

(dist2 or 3)” and “center + far (dist4)” conditions are seen from the earliest part of the

surround modulation time course. A similar pattern is seen for the difference between

“center + near (dist1)” and “center + far (dist4)” conditions (Figure 8B).

On the other hand, when surround modulation is induced by small patch stimuli, overall

shapes differ depending on center-surround distances (Figure 8C). For the “center + dist1”

condition, suppression begins at around 50ms as it does for the annulus surround. But for the

other three conditions (“center + dist2,3,4), it occurs tens of milliseconds later. We do not

predict an earlier onset for the “center + dist1” condition. Feedforward connections may be

involved in the earlier suppression onset. Previous studies suggest that feedforward

connections participate in the initial part of surround suppression by withdrawal of

excitation (Ozeki et al., 2004; Webb et al., 2005). However, feedforward connections to

early surround suppression are spatially limited to very close surround areas (Angelucci and

Bressloff, 2006). Therefore, if feedforward contributions occur in the “center + dist 1”
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condition but not in the other (further distance) configurations, a result like that illustrated in

Figure 8C is likely.

Except for the “center + dist1” condition, the other three curves (“center + dist 2,3,4”

conditions) of Figure 8C resemble those of Figure 7B in that relative differences among the

three curves occur in a later part of the modulation time course (>200ms). Moreover,

consistent with the prediction outlined above, the onset of differences between “center +

middle (dist2 or 3)” and “center + far (dist4)” conditions is relatively delayed compared to

those between “center + near (dist1)” and “center + far (dist4)” conditions (triangles in

Figure 8D). Similar results occur for the time course of facilitative surround modulation (15

annulus surround tests & 26 small patch surround tests, Figure 8E~H). Considered together,

these results suggest that differences depending on center-surround distances for small patch

stimuli are mediated mainly by slow horizontal connections (but see Discussion 4.5 for

limitations).

In the cat's visual cortex, the average cortical magnification factor for 1 degree in the central

visual field is assumed to be 1 (1 mm2/deg2) and conduction velocities of horizontal

connections range from 0.1 to 0.4m/s (Albus, 1975; Grinvald et al., 1994; Bringuier et al.,

1999; Girard et al., 2001; Angelucci and Bullier, 2003). Previous studies have shown that

sub-threshold input from visual stimuli presented outside the CRF is transmitted with a

velocity which is well matched to conduction times in the horizontal connection system

(Grinvald et al., 1994; Bringuier et al., 1999). When these values are considered in the

current study, modulation onset delay between near and far surround conditions (temporal

interval between adjacent triangles in Figure 8D) is expected to be as short as tens of

milliseconds. However, we observe much longer modulation onset delay times (about

150ms) in our data. This suggests that unlike sub-threshold input, supra-threshold

suppression or facilitation may require additional integration processes.

4. Discussion

We have designed visual stimuli to differentially activate three major routes of visual

processing: feedforward, feedback, and horizontal connections in order to determine relative

functional differences. To achieve this, stimuli are presented within and beyond the CRF.

Two different surround stimulus patterns (annulus and small patch) are used and distances

are varied between CRF stimuli and those in the surround. Both patterns cause response

modulation that decreases as center-surround distance is increased. Annulus stimuli have

mainly suppressive effects while small patch patterns more frequently cause facilitation.

This difference is also expressed for different frequency bands of LFPs. As CRF-surround

distance is varied, modulation time course changes as follows. For the annulus, differences

between near, middle, and far surround positions occur from the initial phase of modulation.

For the small patch, center-surround distance dependent changes occur at later phases of the

modulation time course. Moreover, temporal delay between middle and far surround

conditions is increased compared to that between near and far positions. This implies that

center-surround distance dependent changes of response modulation are due mainly to

activation levels of slow horizontal connections.
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4.1. A comparison of annulus and small patch stimuli

In previous studies with these types of stimuli, center-surround distance was varied by either

an annulus whose outer diameter was fixed and inner diameter systematically varied (Levitt

and Lund, 2002; Bair et al., 2003; Ichida et al., 2007) or by small patches whose position

was progressively moved away from the CRF (Bringuier et al., 1999; Mizobe et al., 2001;

Kim et al., 2012). With both types of surround stimuli, the magnitude of modulation is

gradually decreased with increasing distance between center and surround. Our current

results are consistent with this. However, our stimulus design provides detailed comparisons

for each neuron between annulus and small patch stimuli. This provides new insights about

relative pathway functions.

One obvious difference between the two types of surround stimuli we have used here is that

surround areas occupied by an annulus are much larger than those for small patches. For this

reason, at a given center-surround distance, an annulus can induce modulation more

effectively than that for a small patch. A larger stimulated area, i.e., a stronger surround

input, also seems to be related to higher occurrence rates of suppressive (rather than

facilitative) modulation for annulus compared to small patch conditions (Figure 4 & 5) as

considered below.

Note that the small patch surround is different from the annulus type in that the former is

independent of stimulus size variation. This is advantageous, because it allows activation

levels of feedforward connections to be relatively stable. Therefore, in the small patch

surround condition, differences in modulation that depend on center-surround distance are

probably mediated by horizontal connections. In summary, we show here that time courses

of surround modulation for small patch conditions are clearly distinguished from those for

the annulus (Figure 8).

4.2. Surround modulation: suppression vs. facilitation

Previous investigations show that modulation is strong when center and surround stimuli

share similar stimulus parameters (Blakemore and Tobin, 1972; DeAngelis et al., 1994;

Cavanaugh et al., 2002b). In addition, surround regions separated by identical distances

from the center do not necessarily produce the same modulation effects (Walker et al., 1999;

Kapadia et al., 2000; Cavanaugh et al., 2002b).

Effective positions of surround stimuli are often asymmetric and an influential location is

frequently one or both end-zones on the axis of preferred orientation. These characteristics

may be mediated by long-range horizontal connections in cortical layer 2/3 (Rockland and

Lund, 1983; Hirsch and Gilbert, 1991; McGuire et al., 1991; Malach et al., 1993; Chisum et

al., 2003). Anatomically, they extend several millimeters parallel to the cortical surface

(Bosking et al., 1997; Kisvárday et al., 1997).

Reports vary regarding frequencies of suppressive and facilitative modulation. Some find

mainly suppressive modulation (DeAngelis et al., 1994; Grinvald et al., 1994; Walker et al.,

1999; Cavanaugh et al., 2002b) while others report prevalent facilitation (Nelson and Frost,

1985; Kapadia et al., 1995; Toth et al., 1996). Cortical neurons with similar extra-CRF

properties (inhibitory or excitatory) may be clustered (Yao and Li, 2002). This finding is
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consistent with our current data in that surround modulation induced by a given stimulus

pattern may cause suppression or facilitation. However, we also find for a given cell, that the

sign of modulation can change from suppression to facilitation as center-surround distance

increases or size of the surround stimuli decreases. This finding is in accord with a previous

result showing that facilitative surround modulation can be changed into suppression by

increasing surround size or center contrast (Ichida et al., 2007). Considered together,

suppressive modulation may require stronger input from the surround than that for

facilitation.

Surround modulation has also been studied with visual stimuli of varying contrast levels

(Toth et al., 1996; Levitt and Lund, 1997; Polat et al., 1998). We have not varied contrast in

the current work but consider here how it may be relevant to our scheme. To encompass

surround facilitation or suppression, both excitatory and inhibitory interneurons must be

involved. Specific interneurons must receive input from the CRF and surrounding region.

Inhibitory interneurons should have higher activation thresholds than excitatory types. When

input to interneurons is not strong because of low stimulus contrast or long center-surround

distances or small sized visual stimuli, excitatory interneurons (but not inhibitory) are

activated so that surround facilitation can occur. If input is strong enough to activate

inhibitory interneurons, surround facilitation will be canceled out and replaced by surround

suppression. Our current data (see Figure 5) are consistent with this process.

4.3. Gamma frequency range of local field potential

The annulus surround is more effective for inducing modulation than the small patch. The

dominant sign of modulation is also different for the two stimulus patterns. For the annulus,

suppression dominates facilitation. For the small patch, facilitation occurs slightly more

often (Figure 4). The CRF stimulus for the current experiments is always fixed as the

optimal grating that evokes maximum neural response. By definition, the annulus and small

patch surround stimuli cannot evoke any spike activity in the “surround alone” condition.

However, with power spectral analysis of the LFP, we observe that surround stimuli are

distinguishable at sub-threshold levels (Figure 6). In the “surround alone” condition, the

annulus causes more change in LFP power than the small patch, and the main change is

focused in the high gamma frequency range. The magnitude of gamma frequency LFP

monotonically increases with size of the visual stimulus (Berens et al., 2008; Gieselmann

and Thiele, 2008; Jia et al., 2011), and the maximum increase occurs when a stimulus

overlaps the CRF surround (Gieselmann and Thiele, 2008). Another variable that can affect

gamma frequency LFPs is stimulus contrast. High stimulus contrast apparently causes

considerable LFP gamma oscillation, and the maximum increase of gamma frequency power

occurs when single unit activity is saturated (Henrie and Shapley, 2005). The results above

suggest that gamma frequency LFPs may reflect activation of inhibitory interneurons in

addition to the responses to stimulus size or contrast levels. Our current data are consistent

with this idea. Increased gamma frequency LFP power for the “annulus surround alone”

condition appears only with the suppression group (Figure 6I) and not for facilitation (Figure

6J).
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4.4. Surround modulation latency

Comparisons of surround modulation time courses between different center-surround

conditions are required to determine if horizontal and feedback components are separated in

our experimental design. If differences depending on center-surround distance arise only

from the horizontal component, they should be apparent in relatively delayed phases of the

modulation time course. Furthermore, differences between dist2 or 3 and dist4 conditions

should appear at delayed times with weaker magnitudes compared with those between dist1

and dist4 conditions.

Ideally, surround modulation latency should be defined and compared for individual cells

using each of the four center-surround distance conditions. Population data could be

summarized in distributions. However, this is problematic because of response variability,

occasional weak modulation, and the confounding of suppressive and facilitative patterns

within single time courses. Furthermore, simple cells, whose neural activity oscillates at the

temporal frequency of the moving grating, often obscures onset time of surround

modulation. If we analyze only complex cells with strong modulation, this can result in a

biased outcome. Instead, we use population surround modulation functions for latency

comparisons. For this analysis, cells that exhibit significant modulation (two-sided Mann-

Whitney U-test (p<0.05)) for the dist1 condition, are included. Surround modulation

functions for individual cells are normalized before being averaged. These procedures

minimize the possibility of a biased outcome.

4.5. Fast feedback and slow horizontal connections

Previous studies of different functions of feedback and horizontal connections in center-

surround modulation rely largely on spatial domain analysis. (Angelucci and Bressloff,

2006; Hashemi-Nezhad and Lyon, 2012; Shushruth et al., 2013). This assumes that a

surround which is distant from the CRF is out of range of cortical horizontal connections.

The assumption is that comparisons between near and far surround conditions will elucidate

the role of cortical horizontal connections in surround suppression. The finding that

orientation tuning of surround suppression is apparent in near (but not far) surround

conditions (Hashemi-Nezhad and Lyon, 2012; Shushruth et al., 2013), suggests that

feedback circuits are less orientation biased than horizontal types.

Attempts to segregate feedback and horizontal connections based on differences in the

temporal domain are clearly limited. The conduction velocity of horizontal connections is 10

times slower than that of feedback types (Girard et al., 2001). Therefore, surround

modulation mediated by horizontal connections must be delayed and more sensitive to

position change in the surround compared with those of a feedback type. Orientation-tuned

surround suppression is reported to be temporally delayed compared with orientation-

unturned surround suppression (Xing et al., 2005; Henry et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2013).

However, there appears to be no evidence that the onset of surround modulation is

systematically delayed as distance between center and surround stimuli increases. In a

previous study of the time-distance relationship for surround suppression in the visual

cortex, onset time was reported to be relatively constant as distance between center and

surround stimuli was varied (Bair et al., 2003). If surround suppression is mediated by thin
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unmyelinated horizontal connections from adjacent cortical neurons, the latency of

suppression for a distant surround stimulus should be substantially delayed compared to that

for a nearby surround. So the finding noted above of non-delayed rapid suppression is

probably caused by fast feedback connections from higher visual areas (Hupé et al., 2001;

Bair et al., 2003).

In the current study, we use two sets of surround stimulus patterns which demonstrate that

the annulus type used in a previous study (Bair et al., 2003) does not permit isolation of

temporal parameters of horizontal connection transmission. With our annulus, center-

surround distance is controlled by annuli of different widths whose outer diameter is fixed.

Increments of center-surround distance are accompanied by decreases of stimulated

surround areas (see Figure 1A). This causes decreased activation of feedback connections

from extra striate cortex and horizontal branches from nearby cortical cells. Therefore,

differences of modulation depending on center-surround distance occur from the beginning

of the modulation time course which is mediated by fast feedback connections. Differences

due to slow horizontal connections are reflected in a later part of the modulation time

course. However, differences at later times are also mediated by feedback connections.

Hence, we cannot separate contributions of feedback and horizontal connections with the

annulus surround. In contrast, the small patch surround allows relatively stable activation

levels of feedback connections regardless of center-surround distance. Differences

depending on center-surround distance are initially very small but become more obvious at

later times in the modulation time course. Also, differences between middle and far surround

positions are delayed relatively more than those of near and far, suggesting involvement of

slow horizontal connections.

We have shown that the Bair et al. (2003) finding obtained in monkey V1, that surround

modulation onset is fast and rarely affected by the inner diameter of an annulus surround,

can be replicated in the cat's visual cortex. Additionally, using small patch surround stimuli,

we have isolated a slow component of surround modulation which is systematically delayed

depending on center-surround distance. However, our findings have limitations. First, our

stimulus design and hypothesis are based on a parsimonious model that surround modulation

is explained by linear summation of feedback and horizontal components. Interaction

between two components and possible contribution of feedforward connections are not fully

examined. Therefore, we do not have direct evidence that only horizontal connections

mediate the slow component of surround modulation. Second, we do not have precise

receptive field (RF) eccentricity information for individual neurons. Visual angles on the

retina are mapped in visual cortex with different cortical distances depending on

eccentricity. With detailed eccentricity information about individual neurons, it is possible to

provide relatively precise estimations of conduction velocity using cortical coordinates of

center and surround stimuli. Third, for the slow component of surround modulation which

we segregated here, the difference of onset between near and far surround conditions is

longer than the temporal delay predicted from well-known conduction velocity estimates.

Previous studies suggest that sub-threshold input from the CRF surround is transmitted with

conduction velocities which are matched with those of horizontal connections (Grinvald et

al., 1994; Bringuier et al., 1999). Our results are different in that we observe supra-threshold

modulation, so an additional input integration process may be involved which results in
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longer temporal delays. These issues may be best approached by use of intracellular

recordings.

5. Conclusions

Identical CRF stimuli are processed differently depending on overall context. Although

previous studies have utilized CRF-surround modulation to elucidate distinctive features of

horizontal and feedback connections, the current work provides the following novel

findings. First, our results show clearly that activation of inhibitory interneurons requires

stronger input from the CRF surround compared with that of excitatory types. Second, sub-

threshold inputs from the CRF surround are reflected in different frequency bands of LFP

power spectra depending on whether they are suppressive or facilitative. And our current

protocol provides a critical isolation of fast and slow components of surround modulation.

Furthermore, we show that unlike fast components, slow types are delayed as distance

between CRF and surround stimuli increases. Surround information that is not spatially

tuned may be processed earlier by fast feedback connections. Spatially tuned surround

stimuli presented at specific positions may be processed later by slow horizontal

connections. This type of mechanism may apply, e.g., to spatial coarse-to-fine processing

found for single neurons in the visual pathway (Bredfeldt and Ringach, 2002; Mazer et al.,

2002; Menz and Freeman, 2003; Frazor et al., 2004; Allen and Freeman, 2006; Malone et

al., 2007). The results presented here have an important application because they concern

areas outside the CRF which by definition cannot initiate spike activity. Manipulations of

timing and spatial arrangements of CRF and surround stimuli may enable determinations of

the participation of fast feedback and slow horizontal connections for processing global and

local visual information.
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Highlights

• Feedforward connections provide clear inputs to retinotopically aligned target

cells.

• Horizontal and feedback connections are thought to integrate visual information

outside the CRF.

• Suppressive modulation requires stronger input from CRF surround than

facilitation.

• Excitatory and inhibitory inputs from CRF surround are reflected differently in

LFPs.

• Findings are consistent with relatively slow spatially tuned horizontal

connections.
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Figure 1.
Two sets of center-surround (CRF-outside CRF) stimuli: annulus surround (left) and small

patch surround (right). With both sets, distance between center and surround stimuli is

systematically varied. In annulus surround pattern (A), annuli of different widths are used so

that increments of center-surround distances are accompanied with decreases of total

stimulated area. In small patch surround pattern (B), change of center-surround distance

doesn't cause increase or decrease of total area stimulated. (C) Sequence of a trial. Optimal

sinusoidal moving gratings are used to stimulate CRF and surround regions of a cell under

study. The center (CRF) stimulus (2000ms duration, 50% contrast) is presented first,

followed by surround stimuli (500ms duration, 100% contrast) after a 500ms temporal

interval. (D) Small patch surround stimuli and annulus surround are tested in separate

blocks. For small patch surround blocks, two patch surround stimuli are positioned

symmetrically with respect to the center stimulus along the axis of preferred orientation.

Inter-patch distances (white arrows) are chosen randomly as one out of four values

(0.5~3.5deg, 1deg step) for each trial. For annulus surround blocks, the outer diameter of the

annulus is fixed at 30deg. Therefore, four levels of center-surround distance are controlled

by the inner diameter of the annulus. In addition to four “center + surround” and four

“surround alone” conditions, a “center alone” presentation is tested as a control.
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Figure 2.
A representative cell showing suppressive center-surround modulation. (A) Dashed and

solid curves are spike density functions computed for “center alone” and “center + surround

(dist1)” conditions, respectively. Time 0 indicates onset of surround stimulus whose

duration is 500ms. Onset and offset of surround stimulus are indicated by two downward

arrows. Note that the magnitude of the solid curve is lower than that of the dashed only from

the 0 to 500ms interval, demonstrating that the neural response to the center stimulus is

suppressed by the surround. (B) For each of 9 stimulus conditions, mean spike count during

the 0~500ms period is computed and then normalized with the value computed for “center

alone” condition. The smaller numbers for the x-axis represent the nearer center-surround

distances. In this case, strength of surround suppression gets weaker as center-surround

distance increases. (C) Each curve is created by subtracting the spike density function for

“center alone” condition from that of each “center + surround” condition. Nearer center-

surround distances are depicted in darker shades. For efficient comparisons between the four

distances, curves are truncated to the interval from 0 to 500ms.
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Figure 3.
An example cell which exhibits facilitative center-surround modulation. The same

conventions are used as in Figure 2. (A) Spike density functions computed for “center alone

(dashed)” and “center + dist1 (solid)” conditions. Arrows indicate times at which the

surround is presented (first arrow) and when it is turned off (second arrow). (B) Normalized

responses for 9 stimulus conditions. Strength of surround facilitation becomes weaker as

center-surround distance is increased. (C) Time course of surround modulation. Surround

facilitation tends to be diminished and delayed as surround distance from the center (CRF) is

increased.
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Figure 4.
Proportions of significant modulation for annulus and small patch surround conditions

(Two-sided Mann-Whitney U-test (p<0.05)). Although, for both conditions, proportions of

significant modulation cases (filled and unfilled bar areas) decreases as center-surround

distance increases, bar heights for annulus conditions are nearly twice as tall as those for

small patch application at corresponding center-surround distances. This demonstrates that

the annulus surround is more effective for the induction of significant surround modulation.

In addition, the dominant sign of surround modulation is suppression for the annulus pattern,

but it is facilitation for the small patch. Furthermore, for the annulus pattern, relative ratios

of suppression (filled circles) diminish with increasing center-surround distance. This

suggests that suppression requires stronger surround input than facilitation.
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Figure 5.
Modulation strength comparison: annulus vs. small patch pattern. Each circular symbol (N =

92) represents the mean value of normalized responses for four “center + surround”

conditions (e.g., 1~4th bar in Figure3B). Abscissa values are for annulus conditions and

ordinate levels are for small patch trials. Shading of circles convey statistical significance

(two-sided Mann-Whitney U-test (p<0.05)) of center-surround modulation (open circles: not

significant for either condition, gray filled: significant for only one condition. black filled:

significant for both conditions). Symbols in left half of the graph mean that suppressive

modulation is induced by annulus surround pattern. Almost all symbols in left half of the

graph are positioned above the diagonal line (55 vs. 9). This means that neural responses to

small patch surround patterns are stronger than those for the annulus. This follows because

of surround facilitation (in 2nd quadrant, top left) or weakened surround suppression (in 3rd

quadrant, bottom left). Symbols in the right half (facilitation cases for the annulus pattern)

are positioned mainly in the 1st quadrant (top right), and rarely in the 4th quadrant (bottom
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right). Within the 1st quadrant, symbols are evenly distributed with respect to the diagonal

line (9 vs. 9). This means that surround facilitation induced by the small patch surround can

be either weaker or stronger than that caused by the annulus. These results support the idea

that suppressive modulation requires stronger surround input than that for facilitation (see

details in text).
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Figure 6.
Population average z-scored LFP spectrograms. For a 10~100Hz frequency range, LFP

power change from the baseline is plotted as a function of time. (Left two columns) Annulus

surround pattern, (Right two columns) Small patch surround pattern. (A~H) To exclude

effects of spiking activity on LFP spectrograms, 38 tests are used for which the “surround

alone (dist2)” condition, for both surround patterns, does not evoke spiking activity. For the

“surround alone” condition, the annulus causes a larger change in LFP power than that for

the small patch (A vs. C), and the main change is focused on the high gamma frequency

range (approximately 60~80Hz). This 60~80Hz frequency specific change in annulus

surround alone result is also revealed in F, reflecting center-surround modulation of the LFP

spectrogram. (I~P) Z-scored LFP spectrogram comparisons: surround suppression vs.

surround facilitation. For each surround pattern, population data are divided into two groups:

suppression vs. facilitation. Again, the tests included in this analysis do not evoke spiking

responses for the “surround alone” condition so they are distinguishable only at subthreshold

levels (I, J, K, & L). Note for the annulus surround, that increased LFP power in the

60~80Hz range (as shown in Figure 6A) is clear for suppression (I), but not for facilitation

(J). Regardless of surround type, facilitation cases of the “surround alone” conditions (J &

L) are similar in that LFP power change for the low frequency range is bigger than that for

high frequencies. Depending on sign of modulation, center-surround effects in LFP
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spectrograms show the largest differences in the 80~100Hz frequency range (M vs. N or O

vs. P). LFP power in this range decreases for suppression cases, but increases for

facilitation.
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Figure 7.
Predictions for time course of surround modulation. The first and second downward arrows

represent onset and offset of surround stimuli, respectively. Therefore, the center stimulus is

presented earlier and lasts longer than that for the surround. Time courses depicted in darker

shades indicate nearer center-surround distances. The predictions are based on the following

assumptions. 1) Surround modulation is mediated by both feedback and horizontal

connections. 2) There is limited interaction between the two types of neural connections. 3)

Given that conduction velocities of feedback connections are much faster than those for the

horizontal type, the earliest part of surround modulation is mediated by feedback

connections. 4) The onset of the feedback component of surround modulation is minimally

affected by center-surround distance. 5) The onset of the horizontal component of surround

modulation is increasingly delayed as center-surround distance increases. (A) Annulus

surround pattern: Increasing center-surround distance causes decrease in both feedback and

horizontal components of surround modulation. So, differences between middle and far

conditions occur at the same time as those between near and far. (B) Small patch surround

pattern: Increasing center-surround distance causes selective decrease of horizontal

component of surround modulation. So, differences between middle and far conditions are

delayed more than those between near and far.
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Figure 8.
Time course of surround modulation: Suppression (A, B: Annulus surround / C, D: Small

patch surround), Facilitation (E, F: Annulus surround / G, H: Small patch surround). Two

downward arrows indicate onset and offset of surround stimuli, respectively. Nearer center-

surround distances are depicted in darker shades. (A, C, E, G): Differences between “center

alone” control and each of four “center + surround” conditions are z-score normalized using

mean and standard deviation of differences during baseline periods (from -500ms to 0ms

before surround stimulus onset). The dashed line serves as a reference for comparison
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among conditions. (B, D, F, H): Dist4 curve is subtracted from each of four gray curves.

The positions of three triangles indicate onset times of significant difference (two-sided

Wilcoxon signed rank test in the 100ms sliding window, p<0.05) between each of Dist1~3

curves and control (Dist4). In (H), difference between Dist3 and Dist4 is not statistically

significant, so only two triangles are drawn. For annulus surround pattern (B, F), differences

between the resultant three curves appear from the initial part of the modulation without

substantial difference in onset delay depending on center-surround distance. However, for

the small patch surround pattern (D, H), difference between Dist2 or 3 and Dist4 appear later

than those between Dist1 and Dist4.
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